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[57] ABSTRACT

A copy protection mechanism for protecting software
against copying, consists of a challenge mechanism embed-
ded in each protected item of software. The challenge
mechanism has no access to the customer’s private keying
material. In operation, the challenge mechanism sends a
random challenge to the customer’s signature server. The
signature server signs the challenge, using the customer’s
private keying material and then returns the signed challenge
to the challenge mechanism. The challenge mechanism then
verifies the signed challenge, using the customer’s public
keying material, and prohibits the customer from using some
or all of the protected item of software unless the verification
is successful. The mechanism permits every customer to
receive an identical copy of the copy protected program with
the embedded challenge mechanism.

25 Claims, 3 Drawing Sheets
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ELECTRONIC COPY PROTECTION
MECHANISM USING CHALLENGE AND

RESPONSE TO PREVENT UNAUTHORIZED
EXECUTION OF SOFTWARE

BACKGROUND TO THE INVVENTION

This invention relates to electronic copy protection
mechanisms for protecting software against unauthorized
copying.

The Business Software Alliance estimates the 1995 finan-

cial lossesattributed to software piracy as US$8.1 Billion for
business application software and US$15.2 Billion for all
software. Solutions have been proposed in two areas: (i)
improvedIntellectual Property Rights (IPR) legislation, and
(ii) enhanced electronic copy protection (ECP) mechanisms.
IPR legislation and enforcement are improving in many
countries, but there are still significant difficulties in other
parts of the world. As a result, some vendors are currently
reassessing ECP.

It is desirable for any ECP mechanism to satisfy the
following requirements.

The ECP mechanism should prohibit unauthorized users
from executing copy protected software.

The ECP mechanism should not prohibit the user from
making backups.

The ECP mechanism should make only standard hard-
ware and software assumptions. For example, although
hardware dongles provide excellent copy protection
services, many vendors do not wish to limit the sale of
the software to the collection of users who ownorare

willing to install a dongle.

The ECP mechanism should have minimal impact upon
the user interface. The visible impact should be limited
to the customer’s initial login to the operating system
and/or smart card. Subsequent impact upon the user
interface should be relegated to relatively minor per-
formance concerns.

The ECP mechanism should not limit execution of the

copy protected software to a limited collection of
machines. When a customer legitimately purchases
software, the customer should be able to execute the
software on any machine regardless of ownership. The
customer should optionally be able to authorize simul-
taneous execution of the software on multiple
machines.

The ECP mechanism should have no required network
dependencies in order to execute an already purchased
copy protected program.

The vendor should be permitted to distribute an identical
version of the copy protected software to all users. This
requirement permits the copy protected software to be
distributed through normal channels such as, for
example, CD-ROMs,floppy disks, or network bulletin
boards.

It should be excessively difficult and/or computationally
infeasible for a potential software pirate to circumvent
the copy protection mechanism without modifying the
copy protected program. This requirement serves as an
important virus-protection measure because a digital
signature supplied by the vendor would not validate if
a pirate distributes a modified version of the original
program.

The ECP mechanism should not compromise any of the
customer’s private keying material. In particular, the
ECP mechanism should not disclose the customer’s
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private keying material to the vendor, any program
produced by the vendor, or any simple Trojan horse
program. While the primary functionality of copy pro-
tection is to protect the software vendor, one must not
do so at the expense of the customer.

The ECP mechanism should be available in either a

software-only version or a hardware-assisted (smart
card) version, to assure widespread market acceptance.

The least time consuming attack by a potential software
pirate should be byte-code disassembly of the copy
protected software. In order to thwart the copy protec-
tion mechanism,the pirate must remove or change the
ECP. Choudhuryetal. [“Copyright Protection for Elec-
tronic Publishing over Computer Networks”, available
as at Mar. 27, 1996 on Word Wide Web at http://
ftp.research.att.com/dist/anoncc/copyright.epub.ps.Z]
propose a mechanism in which a protected document
can be viewed only via a specially configured viewer
program, which allows a user to view the document
only if the user supplies the viewer with the user’s
private keying material. This deters the user from
distributing unauthorized copies of the viewer program,
since that would require the user to divulge his or her
private keying material to others. However, because
Choudhury’s mechanism requires that the viewer pro-
gram obtain access to the customer’s private keying
material, it breaks one of the requirements listed above.
Furthermore, Choudhury’s mechanism maynotbe used
in conjunction with a smart card that is configured to
avoid releasing private keying material.

The object of the present invention is to provide an
improved ECP mechanism thatis able to satisfy the above
requirements.

The ECP mechanism of the present invention makes use
of asymmetric cryptography, also known as public key
cryptography. In asymmetric cryptography, each user has
public keying material and private keying material. Each
user may posthis or her public keying material to a publicly
accessed directory without compromising the corresponding
private keying material. Normally, the user guards the
private keying material as a close secret. Using the RSA
asymmetric encryption algorithm, for example, a pair of
users may encrypt and then subsequently decrypt a message
using either of two methods: (i) encrypt using the public
keying material and decrypt using the private keying mate-
rial; or (ii) encrypt using the private keying material and
decrypt using the public keying material. Two examples are
presented below.

Secret message: A user, Alice, posts her public keying
material to a well-known directory or bulletin board. A
second user, Bob, wishes to send a confidential message to
Alice. Bob encrypts the message using Alice’s public keying
material and sends the encrypted message to Alice. Since
Alice is the only user with access to the corresponding
private keying material, only Alice may decrypt the message
to discover its original content.

Digital signature: A digital signature is an electronic
analog of a handwritten signature. After posting her public
keying material, Alice encrypts a message using the private
keying material. Since anyone mayaccess the public keying
material, there is no message secrecy. However, since Alice
is the only user with access to the private keying material,
no one else can “forge Alice’s signature” by performing the
encryption. Any user may validate Alice’s signature using
the public keying material.

Both examples depend upon the fact that Alice closely
guards her private keying material. Otherwise, the crypto-
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